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A research study was conducted to determine the history of the AASHTO prestressing strand development length equation and to evaluate the
significance, with respect to development length, of changes in the AASHTO provisions for the determination of steel stress at ultimate
flexural strength. The accuracy of the AASHTO provisions in determining steel stress at ultimate flexural strength was also evaluated for a
number of typical cross sections used in bridge construction. The strand development length equation was first introduced in the 1963 ACI
Building Code and was adopted by AASHTO in 1973. The original research that formed the basis for the equation was conducted at the Portland
Cement Association (PCA) in the late 1950s and early 1960s.
This is the first textbook on the history of modern Ireland to adopt a social history perspective. Written by an international team of
leading scholars, it draws on a wide range of disciplinary approaches and consistently sets Irish developments in a wider European and global
context.
Science is a living, organic activity, the meaning and understanding of which have evolved incrementally over human history. This book, the
second in a roughly chronological series, explores the evolution of science from the advents of Christianity and Islam through the Middle
Ages, focusing especially on the historical relationship between science and religion. Specific topics include technological innovations
during the Middle Ages; Islamic science; the Crusades; Gothic cathedrals; and the founding of Western universities. Close attention is given
to such figures as Paul the Apostle, Hippolytus, Lactantius, Cyril of Alexandria, Hypatia, Cosmas Indicopleustes, and the Prophet Mohammed.
Clinical Methods
The authority to tax
Building Code of the City of New York: Chapter 26 of the Administrative Code, as Amended
The Brief American Pageant: A History of the Republic, Volume I
US MEN'S NATIONAL SOCCER TEAM WORKBOOK
Methodology and African Prehistory
5. The Voyage, 1492.--Columbus left Spain in August, 1492, and, refitting at the Canaries, sailed westward into the Sea of Darkness. At ten o'clock in the evening of October 20, 1492, looking out into the night, he saw a light in
the distance. The fleet was soon stopped. When day broke, there, sure enough, was land. A boat was lowered, and Columbus, going ashore, took possession of the new land for Ferdinand and Isabella, King and Queen of Aragon
and Castile. The natives came to see the discoverers. They were reddish in color and interested Columbus--for were they not inhabitants of the Far East? So he called them Indians.
GLOBAL AMERICANS speaks to an increasingly diverse population of students who seek to understand the place of the United States in a shifting global, social, cultural, and political landscape. America’s national experience
and collective history have always been subject to transnational forces and affected by global events and conditions. In recognition of this reality, this insightful new text presents a history of North America and then the United
States in which world events and processes are central rather than colorful sidelights. The narrative recovers the global aspects of America’s past and helps students understand the origins of the interconnected world in which
they live. By weaving together stories, analysis, interpretation, visual imagery, and primary sources from across time and place, this book presents a revised history that reflects America’s -- and Americans’ -- relationship to
events and peoples across the continent and beyond. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Nonverbal learning disability (NLD) is described as a subtype of specific learning disability where the source of the disability is a difficulty in processing nonverbal information. The child with NLD presents with problems in
visual, spatial, and tactile perception but with strengths in rote verbal skills. Traditionally, these children were recognized by their difficulties in arithmetic which presented a stark contrast with their strengths in spelling and
decoding text. They also exhibited a split between their verbal IQ (VIQ) and performance IQ (PIQ) scores with the VIQ being significantly higher than PIQ. Over time, however, diagnostic criteria have evolved and the
broadened definition of the NLD syndrome has led many to question the utility and uniqueness of the NLD diagnosis. In addition, shifting diagnostic standards have made research results difficult to replicate. In short, the
research to date leaves many unanswered questions about (1) the definition of the NLD syndrome, (2) the pervasiveness of the academic, social and psychopathological difficulties, (3) the source of the NLD syndrome, and (4) the
degree to which it overlaps with other conditions. This chapter outlines a brief history of the NLD syndrome, how it is currently conceptualized, and some of the current debate about the unanswered questions above.
The History, Physical, and Laboratory Examinations
A Global History
History of the Christian Religion
A Short History of the Italian Renaissance
Chapters in the History of the Profession
Marine Biological Materials of Invertebrate Origin
SPECIAL COMMENDATION in Africa's 100 Best Books of the Twentieth Century. The series is illustrated throughout with maps and black and white photographs.
One of UNESCO's most important publishing projects in the last thirty years, the General History of Africa marks a major breakthrough in the recognition of Africa's cultural heritage. Offering
an internal perspective of Africa, the eight-volume work provides a comprehensive approach to the history of ideas, civilizations, societies and institutions of African history. The volumes also
discuss historical relationships among Africans as well as multilateral interactions with other cultures and continents.
In three sections, the Oxford Handbook of the History of Medicine celebrates the richness and variety of medical history around the world. It explore medical developments and trends in writing
history according to period, place, and theme.
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Magic in Britain
To the Year Two Hundred
A Companion to Ancient Macedonia
The Oxford Handbook of the History of Medicine
History of the House of Austria
Making America: A History of the United States, Volume II: Since 1865

Say goodbye to boring history readings. Through colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations and the authors' signature wit,
Kennedy/Cohen/O'Mara/Piehl's THE BRIEF AMERICAN PAGEANT: A HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC has earned the reputation as one of the most popular,
effective and entertaining U.S. history texts. Its concise and vivid chronological narrative focuses on the central themes and great public
debates that have dominated American history. The 10th edition provides expanded emphasis on the international context of numerous
developments in U.S. history, Native American history, Black historical figures, the Roaring '20s, post-World War II civil rights and
movements for racial justice, privacy and security issues in the digital age and more. In addition, a variety of study tools help maximize
your success. Also available in the following split options: Volume I: To 1877 (Chapters 1-22), ISBN: 9780357661536; Volume II: Since 1865
(Chapters 22-41), ISBN: 9780357661543. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
The Brief Edition of A PEOPLE AND A NATION offers a succinct and spirited narrative that tells the stories of all people in the United
States. The authors' attention to race and racial identity, and their inclusion of everyday people and popular culture brings history to
life, engaging readers and encouraging them to imagine what life was really like in the past. In the tenth edition, the number of chapters
has been reduced from 33 to 29, making the text easier to assign in a typical semester. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Say goodbye to boring history readings. Through colorful anecdotes, first-person quotations and the authors' signature wit,
Kennedy/Cohen/O'Mara/Piehl's THE BRIEF AMERICAN PAGEANT: A HISTORY OF THE REPUBLIC has earned the reputation as one of the most popular,
effective and entertaining U.S. history texts. Its concise and vivid chronological narrative focuses on the central themes and great public
debates that have dominated American history. The 10th edition provides expanded emphasis on the international context of numerous
developments in U.S. history, Native American history, Black historical figures, the Roaring '20s, post-World War II movements for racial
justice, privacy issues in the digital age and more. In addition, a variety of study tools help maximize your success -- including MindTap's
anywhere, anytime digital learning solutions. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The Brief American Pageant: A History of the Republic, Volume II
Pediatric Neurology Part I
Africa in the Nineteenth Century Until the 1880s
The Brief American Pageant: A History of the Republic
Studies in Persian Period History and Historiography
Peripheral Vascular Diseases

This revision guide outlines the fundamental principles of general medicine, including question and answer sections to test students' understanding of key concepts.
Magic, both benevolent (white) and malign (black), has been practiced in the British Isles since at least the Iron Age (800 BCE–CE 43). “Curse tablets”—metal plates
inscribed with curses intended to harm specific people—date from the Roman Empire. The Anglo-Saxons who settled in England in the fifth and sixth centuries used ritual
curses in documents, and wrote spells and charms. When they became Christians in the seventh century, the new “magicians” were saints, who performed miracles. When
William of Normandy became king in 1066, there was a resurgence of belief in magic. The Church was able to quell the fear of magicians, but the Reformation saw its
revival, with numerous witchcraft trials in the late 16th and 17th centuries.
From the early Sumerian clay tablet through to the emergence of the electronic text, this Companion provides a continuous and coherent account of the history of the
book. Makes use of illustrative examples and case studies of well-known texts Written by a group of expert contributors Covers topical debates, such as the nature of
censorship and the future of the book
Juvenile History - - American
A People and a Nation: A History of the United States, Brief Edition
From the Foundation of the Monarchy by Rhodolph of Hapsburgh to the Death of Leopold the Second 1218 to 1792
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An Objective Approach
The Architect
The Natural & Moral History of the Indies: The moral history (books V-VI)
This is a detailed account of the US Men's National Soccer team that featured at 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa. It also highlights on the achievements and challenges of Team
USA. This book is one of two books, a text and a workbook. Both books provide an up-to-date biography of all the 2010 FIFA World Cup US soccer players and Coach Bradley. Included
in the pages of this workbook are worksheets loaded with quizzes, fun and educational activities for the soccer enthusiast. It is a relic and must read book for all soccer fans.
Award-winning lecturer Kenneth R. Bartlett applies his decades of experience teaching the Italian Renaissance to this beautifully illustrated overview. In his introductory Note to the
Reader, Bartlett first explains why he chose Jacob Burckhardt's classic narrative to guide students through the complex history of the Renaissance and then provides his own
contemporary interpretation of that narrative. Over seventy color illustrations, genealogies of important Renaissance families, eight maps, a list of popes, a timeline of events, a
bibliography, and an index are included.
The most comprehensive and up-to-date work available on ancient Macedonian history and material culture, A Companion to Ancient Macedonia is an invaluable reference for students and
scholars alike. Features new, specially commissioned essays by leading and up-and-coming scholars in the field Examines the political, military, social, economic, and cultural history of
ancient Macedonia from the Archaic period to the end of Roman period and beyond Discusses the importance of art, archaeology and architecture All ancient sources are translated in
English Each chapter includes bibliographical essays for further reading
A Short History of the United States
A Companion to the History of the Book
The History of the Prestressing Strand Development Length Equation
SOUTH AFRICA 2010 FIFA SQUAD
Man's Past and Present
Africa from the Seventh to the Eleventh Century

The work is a source of modern knowledge on biomineralization, biomimetics and bioinspired materials science with respect to marine
invertebrates. The author gives the most coherent analysis of the nature, origin and evolution of biocomposites and biopolymers isolated
from and observed in the broad diversity of marine invertebrate organisms and within their unusual structural formations. The basic
format is that of a major review article, with liberal use of references to original literature. There is a wealth of new and newly synthesized
information, including dozens of previously unpublished images of unique marine creatures and structures from nano- to microscale
including high-resolution scanning and transmission electron micrographs. The material is organized effectively along both biological
(phyla) and functional lines. The classification of biological materials of marine origin is proposed and discussed. Much of the pertinent
data is organized into tables, and extensive use is made of electron micrographs and line drawings. Several modern topics e.g.
“biomineralization- demineralization-remineralization phenomena”, or “phenomenon of multiphase biomineralization”, are discussed in
details. Traditionally, such current concepts as hierarchical organization of biocomposites and skeletal structures, structural bioscaffolds,
biosculpturing, biomimetism and bioinspiration as tools for the design of innovative materials are critically analyzed from both biological
and materials science point of view using numerous unique examples of marine origin. This monograph reviews the most relevant
advances in the marine biomaterials research field, pointing out several approaches being introduced and explored by distinct
laboratories.
This volume explores 15,000 years of indigenous human history on the North American continent, drawing on the latest archaeological
theories, time-honored methodologies, and rich datasets. From the Arctic south to the Mexican border and east to the Atlantic Ocean, all
of the major cultural developments are covered in 53 chapters, with certain periods, places, and historical problems receiving special focus
by the volume's authors. Questions like who first peopled the continent, what did it mean to have been a hunter-gatherer in the Great
Basin versus the California coast, how significant were cultural exchanges between Native North Americans and Mesoamericans, and why
do major historical changes seem to correspond to shifts in religion, politics, demography, and economy are brought into focus. The
practice of archaeology itself is discussed as contributors wrestle with modern-day concerns with the implications of doing archaeology
and its relevance for understanding ourselves today. In the end, the chapters in this book show us that the principal questions answered
about human history through the archaeology of North America are central to any larger understanding of the relationships between
people, cultural identities, landscapes, and the living of everyday life.
For at least 15 years, and with several significant works, Hugh Williamson contributed to the movement to recapture the importance of the
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biblical books of Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah. Behind his widely acclaimed commentaries on these books lay many detailed historical
and exegetical studies, published in a variety of journals, Festschriften and other works. The most important of these are here collected
together for the first time, providing the scholar of the post-exilic period with a valuable resource in furthering research on this formative
period in early Jewish history.
Global Americans: A History of the United States
History of the Scottish Nation (Complpete)
Chapter 26. Nonverbal learning disability
Early Christianity, the Rise of Islam and the Middle Ages
The Cambridge Social History of Modern Ireland
Making America: A History of the United States
Shaped with a clear political chronology, MAKING AMERICA reflects the variety of individual experiences and cultures that comprise American society. The book's clear and helpful presentation speaks directly to students,
sparking their curiosity and inviting them to “do history” as well as read about it. For instructors whose classrooms mirror the diversity of today's college students, the strongly chronological narrative, together with visuals and an
integrated program of learning and teaching aids, makes the historical content vivid and comprehensible to students at all levels of preparedness. Available in the following split options: MAKING AMERICA, Seventh Edition
(Chapters 1-29), ISBN: 978-1-285-19479-0; Volume I: To 1877 (Chapters 1-15), ISBN: 978-1-285-19480-6; Volume II: Since 1865 (Chapters 15-29), ISBN: 978-1-285-19481-3. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
How did America transform itself, in a relatively short time, from a land inhabited by hunter-gatherer and agricultural Native American societies into the most powerful industrial nation on earth? You'll find out in LIBERTY,
EQUALITY, POWER: A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, CONCISE Sixth Edition. The authors tell this story through the lens of three major themes: liberty, equality, and power. You'll learn not only the impact of
the notions of liberty and equality but also how dominant and subordinate groups have affected and been affected by the ever-shifting balance of power. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description
or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"This volume covers the period from the end of the Neolithic era to the beginning of the seventh century of our era. This lengthy period includes the civilization of Ancient Egypt, the history of Nubia, Ethiopia, North Africa and
the Sahara, as well as of the other regions of the continent and its islands."--Publisher's description
A Legislative History of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and Its Amendments
The Oxford Handbook of North American Archaeology
The Human Heritage
History of the Church: Reformation and Counter Reformation
Constitutional History of the American Revolution
Progress in Biological Chirality

Following on from Advances in BioChirality, Progress in Biological Chirality provides a unique summary and review of the most recent developments in the field of biochirality. Living organisms
use only one enantiomer of chiral molecules in the majority of biologically important processes. The exact origin and mechanisms for this surprising selectivity are not yet known. This book
discusses current research aimed at identifying the scientific reasons that may contribute to this phenomenon. Progress in Biological Chirality takes an interdisciplinary approach to this
exciting field, covering a wide range of topics, such as, theory, palaeontology and food technology, to name but a few. This book presents findings via a broad spectrum of scientific
approaches making it an excellent overview of Biological Chirality, suitable for postgraduate students, practitioners and researchers in the field of chemistry, biochemistry, biology,
palaeontology, and food science with an interest in Chirality. This book contains 32 chapters written by Authors, who are leading authorities in the field Presents the most recent research
taking place in this highly challenging field Contains both reference material for the specialist and provides an overview for those who are interested in the fundamental problems of biology and
chemistry
The Phoenicians the first Discoverers of Britain, They trade with it in Tin, Greatness of Sidon and Tyre partly Owing to British Trade, Triumphal Gates of Shalmanezer, Tyrian Harbours, and
probable size of Tyrian Ships, When and whence came the first Inhabitants of Britain? The resting place of the Ark the starting-point of the enquiry, Mount Ararat, The Four great Rivers, Their
courses regulate the Emigration of the Human Family, The Mountain girdle of the Globe, Divided by it into a Southern and Northern World, For what purpose? The Three Fountainheads of the
World’s Population, Ham peoples Egypt, Shem, Arabia and Persia, Migration of Japhet’s Descendants, Two great Pathways, The basin of the Mediterranean, The slopes of the Caucasus
running betwixt the Caspian and the Euxine, The Sons of Japhet travel by both routes, The one arrives in Britain through the Pillars of Hercules, The other by the Baltic, The Journey stamps
its imprint on each, Their foot-prints, The Sons of Gomer, or Cymri, the first Inhabitants of Britain, While Alexander was overrunning the world by his arms, and Greece was enlightening it with
her arts, Scotland lay hidden beneath the cloud of barbarism, and had neither name nor place among the nations of the earth. Its isolation, however, was not complete and absolute. Centuries
before the great Macedonian had commenced his victorious career, the adventurous navigators of the Phoenician seaboard had explored the darkness of the hyperborean ocean. The first to
steer by the pole-star, they boldly adventured where less skillful mariners would have feared to penetrate. Within the hazy confine of the North Sea they descried an island, swathed in a mild if
humid air, and disclosing to the eye, behind its frontier screen of chalk cliffs, the pleasing prospect of wooded hills, and far expanding meadows, roamed over by numerous herds, and
inhabitants. The Phoenicians oft revisited this remote, and to all but themselves unknown shore, but the enriching trade which they carried on with it they retained for centuries in their own
hands. Their ships might be seen passing out at the “Pillars of Hercules” on voyages of unknown destination, and, after the lapse of months, they would return laden with the products of
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regions, which had found as yet no name on the chart of geographer.3 But the source of this trade they kept a secret from the rest of the nations. By and by, however, it began to be rumoured
that the fleets seen going and returning on these mysterious voyages traded with an island that lay far to the north, and which was rich in a metal so white and lustrous that it had begun to be
used as a substitute for silver. In this capacity it was employed now to lend a meretricious glitter to the robe of the courtesan, and now to impart a more legitimate splendour to the mantle of
the magistrate.
The Architect traces the role of the profession across the centuries and in different cultures, showing the architect both as designer and as mediator between the client and the builder.
General Medicine
A History of Medieval and Earlier Practices
Science and Technology in World History, Volume 2
UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. I, Abridged Edition
Liberty, Equality, Power: A History of the American People, Concise Edition

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars
believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and
thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
John Phillip Reid addresses the central constitutional issues that divided the American colonists from their English legislators:
the authority to tax, the authority to legislate, the security of rights, the nature of law, the foundation of constitutional
government in custom and contractarian theory, and the search for a constitutional settlement.
A guide to the techniques and analysis of clinical data. Each of the seventeen sections begins with a drawing and biographical
sketch of a seminal contributor to the discipline. After an introduction and historical survey of clinical methods, the next
fifteen sections are organized by body system. Each contains clinical data items from the history, physical examination, and
laboratory investigations that are generally included in a comprehensive patient evaluation. Annotation copyrighted by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR
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